Format Instructions for KES Open Access Library: Title Formatted in Title Case (use style ‘Heading 1’)
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Abstract (style ‘Abstract Heading’)

An abstract of 100-200 words in 10 point Arial Italic should be provided. The abstract is a concise summary of the research and the research results. The abstract also allows the paper to be catalogued, categorized and searched by subject and keywords (style ‘Abstract Italic’).

1. Introduction (style ‘Heading 2’)

An introduction section is usually required for all articles. Papers must be written in English. Use paper size of A4. (Paragraph style ‘Body Text’).

2. Margins and Formatting

Margins should be 5.5cm top and bottom, 4cm left and right. Use Arial throughout with 10 point justified text, numbered 10 point bold headings and sub-numbered 10 point bold sub-headings. All text should be single-spaced. The style ‘Body Text’ can be used for all paragraph text.

Leave a single blank line after each paragraph. No indentation is required for paragraphs.

3. Typographical Style and Layout

MS Word Quick Styles are featured in this template for your convenience. To use this document, save it in your preferred format (.doc or .docx) with your own title, delete its text as required, and then only use the quick styles to format your own text ‘over the top’. Users of other word processors will have to import/replicate the styles/formatting.
3.1. Section Headings (style ‘Sub-Headings’)

The following sections are suggested for guidance in the case of a Full Paper. It is not necessary for Short Papers to include all these sections:

• Abstract
• Introduction including aims
• Background and related work
• Body text (divided by numbered sub-headings) including results and discussion
• Conclusions
• References
• This list uses the style ‘List Bullet’
• Bulleted lists can also be tab indented if necessary

3.2. Numbered List

1. A numbered list looks like this
2. It uses the style ‘List Numbered’
3. Numbered lists can also be tab indented if necessary

3.3. Sub-Headings and Columns

Use only one or two levels of heading. The paper should be in single column format throughout (i.e. not two-column style as required by, for example, the IEEE) all sections in the Paper.

3.4. Page Start and End

Do not end a page with a heading or sub-heading and avoid starting a page with an incomplete line. There is no need to include page numbers or running heads; this will be done at our end.

3.5. Quotations

Quotations should be embedded within text as follows:

‘Always use single quotation marks (style ‘Quotations’). This is an example of how to cite a quotation that is longer than two lines. For shorter quotations, embed in the normal flow of text, but for two lines or longer use this style with the indentation. State the source page number. Quotations can be edited through use of … three dots.’ (p. 13)
4. **Diagrams and Figures**

Where possible, enclose diagrams and figure at appropriate points in the main text, rather than appending them at the end of the paper.

4.1. **Tables**

See below for an example table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tables should be numbered in sequence, Table 1, Table 2 etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Each table should have a brief explanatory title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The text should refer to each table and explain its significance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. An example table and caption (style: Figure/Table Caption).

Table rows should not cross a page break where possible.

4.2. **Figures (including Diagrams and Graphs)**

Figures should be numbered in sequence, Figure 1, Figure 2 etc. Each Figure should have a brief explanatory title. The text should refer to each table and explain its significance. Electronic images should be provided at an adequately high resolution.
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Figure 1. An example figure and caption (style: Figure/Table Caption).

All figures should be centered.

5. **Footnotes**

Use of footnotes should be avoided. Important and necessary references (including internet links to referenced diagrams and further background details) should be included in the final references section.
6. References

References should be numbered using the conventional scientific scheme, using number in square brackets embedded in the text [1]. For those using a reference manager such as Zotero, please import and employ the citation style, *Journal of Scientific Computing*.

For internet references, where possible reference the webpage author in the same way as a standard reference. If no author is credited then reference the main webpage (see examples below). For all internet references give the title of the web article, the full web link and the date the web link was accessed.

Use style ‘Reference list’ and leave a single blank line between each reference.


